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JOHANNES FUT
(1611 -Anrwerp- 1661)

AND JOHANNES HERMANS named MONSU AURORA
(active in Antwerp and Rome, before 1654 - after 1665)

Ftuit Still LiÍe with Hwrt Bag,
a Parrot, a Cat and a Dog

canvas. 113 x 129 cm
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Biographies

Jan Fiit

We are well informed about the life of rhe famous animal and still-life painter Jan
Fijt. He was the son of the meÍchant peter Fijt and Esther de Meere and was
baptized on 15 March 1611 in Antwerp. He received his training from Hans van
den Bergh and the well known Flemish still-life painter Frans Snijders.

In 1630 Fijt became a member of the AntweÍp Sr Luke guild of painters. A year
later he left the city to ffavel via Paris to Rome and Venice. The painter retumed
to Antwerp in 1641, but again only stayed there foÍ a short period. In the
following year namely he got a visa to travel to Holland. After his retum he
married Johanna van den Zande in 1654 and from then on lived and worked in
Antwerp.

c. 1640-50
Fred G. Meijer
D. Hermsen Collection, The Hague;
Sale Amsterdam (F. Muller), 28 June 1960, lot no. 32;
Private collection.
general about Jan Fijt:
E. Greindl, Les peintres flamands de nature morte au
XWIe siècle, Sterrebe€k 1983, pp. 95-107;
general about Johannes Hermans:
F. Zei, La tuÍura rhorÍa in ltélia, Milano 1989, vol. II.
pp.797-801.
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Jan Fijt spccialized in still liies- Survcying his oeuvre iÍ is apparenr that within this
genre the artist painted a large variety of pictures. In contrast to many other 17th-
century painters, who restricted themselves to only one specific subjcct such as
an "ontbijtje" ("breaktast"), a fruir stilt tife or a vaniras srilt lifc Jan FUr
combined scvcral subjects within one painting.

Johannes Hermans named Monsu Aurora

The earliest mention of Johannes (or Joannes) Hermans daies from 16,14 when he
staned his training with Adriaen Willenhoudt in A.twerp. From 1657 until ar least
1665 he was in Romc. where he cooperated in the decoration of the palazzo Doria
Pamphili. In Italy he was nicknamed. Monsà Aurolct.

Hermans specialized in still lifes. From his Antwerp period only onc signed
painting is known (see further in rhe texl and ill. 2), which is based on different
Antwerp examples. The still lifes he madc in Italy show rhe influence of painters
such as David de Coninck, Ciovanni Paolo Casrelli and pietro Navarra. For Don
Camillo Pamphili Sr. he painred one targc and 38 small srill tifes with birds, five
of which have been preserved there.

Frun Sill Lík with Hunt Bag, a ParroÍ, a Cat and a Dog

The íirst impression of rhis srill life by Jan Fijt is already imposing because of irs
baroque beauty, the carcful rendering of texture and the rich use of colour. On a
tablctop beside a classical column a large wicker basker is placed containing
scvcral kinds o[ fnrit. Near it we see a precious porcelain bowl with wild
strawberries which were both then and now a true delicacy. The fruit still life is
combined with dead game in the form of a hare and two partridges. A dog and a
cat clearly have their eyes on the hare, while a tufted parrot watches conceitedly.

The painting makes a rich impression with irs exuberanr colours and great variety
of objects and animals. The manner of painting is also flamboyant. The animals in
particular are painted with quick accurate brushsfokes ànd thus not only seem very
rcalistic but also very lifely. The upper and lower edge of the still life are
handsomely framed by a broadly hung curtain and a rich tablecloth. which have
both bccn painted in rhe same deep shade of green. Anorher picturc by Fijt which
is similar in composition dates from the 1640s and is in The Metropoliran Museum
of An in New York (ill. 1). The painting discussed here can probably also be
dated in the same pcriod.

As was custom in Flemish painting ar rhe time, Jan Fijt closely cooperated with his
pupils and other assistants in his studio. Such a cooperation betwecn master and
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pupil often occurred in the 16th and 17th century. In Antwerp for instance the
studio of Rubens was a well known institution with a strict allocarion of tasks. The
master put the outlines of the composition on the canvas and painted the most
essential parts of the picture. The rest of the painting was subsequently done by
one or more pupils. However, the master kept the ultimate responsibility ïor the
finished picture and the painting always left the studio in his name.

In this paintjng the tasks have also been divided. The composition as a whole is an
invention of the master himselí, who also painted prominent pans of the picture,
such as the beautiÍully rendered dead hare, the two partridges and the nosy dog.
The finish of the painting was left to a studio assistant. Usually this assistant
remained anonymous, but in this case he has been successfully identified as
Johanncs Hermans. In a signed and dated work from 1653 by this Antwerp painter
the same tufted paÍïot can be seea while the fruit is also rendered in an almost
identical manner (ill. 2). Until now it was not known that Hermans worked in
Fiji's studio, but the painting discussed here is convincing proof.

This type of flamboyant and colourful hunt still life was very popular in Flanders.
ln the 18th and 19th century English collectors in paÍicular were attracted by this
genre.

Illustrations

Jan Fijt, Still Lik oÍ Fruit with the Resulí oÍ the Hunl, signed and da1ed,164(4
or 7?). New York, Metropolitan Museum of AÍ.

Johannes Hermans, Sn Lik oÍ Fruit, Flowefi and a Buste oÍ Ceres, canvas,
119 x 174 cm, signed and dated J Herrfians / 1653. Location unknown.
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